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Chairman Eric Williams LRPS CPAGB hosts As announced last week, all members are
the Members’ Miscellany this week, when cordially invited to contribute one or more
we have the chance to enjoy a varied prints to the forthcoming WCC exhibition
selection of work from more recent (12-26 March) at Dudley Canal and Tunnel
members. Come along and enjoy!

Trust’s Gallery. It is free to submit prints for
hanging. The gallery will take up to 50
prints, so please do help us fill it! There is
no theme, so you can submit any (familyfriendly) subjects of your choice. Prints can
be for sale (in case of a sale, a 20%
commission goes to the Trust); please
include either the price or Not for Sale
(NFS) on the label.
Barrie has now established that we will be

AV Group

showing framed prints (with D-rings &

Once again we meet on Thursday 22
February at 7.30 pm at the Royal British
Legion, Cornmeadow Lane, WR3 7RL.
Henry says:- On Wednesday March 7th the
A V Group is making a reciprocal visit to the
Worcestershire A V Group at Bewdley.
This week we need to put together a
programme of, say, 12 sequences as
representative of our work. Will you please
bring two or three sequences with you so
that we can put together a suitable
retrospective of our work. Reviewing our
past

should

provide

a

pleasant,

entertaining and instructive evening.
An excellent evening’s entertainment and
instruction for £2.00 with tea or coffee, or
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string/wire not mirror plated) Contact

Labels

Barrie if unsure or you need rings. The usual
black WCC frames are 20mmx15mm in
section & hold a 500x400mm mount. Our
programme sponsors Midland Fine Arts
know which frames we use and offer WCC
member discount on mounts and frames.
Frames are usually around £12. Tel 01562
747355.) If you have any difficulty, Ruth and
Stewart have a few spare frames which can
be loaned; contact Ruth ASAP to arrange.
You are also asked to use the standard label
that fits between the glass & the mount,
giving

title,

name/distinctions,

brief

description and price or NFS. (See right.)
Anyone bringing prints this Tuesday 20 Feb
please give to Ruth. Deadline Tue 6 March.

Text
Font: Arial
Size: 12 Point with Distinction(s) at 10 Point
(this looks neater)
Position: Centred
Title: Bold
Label Dimensions
Height: A 5cm (max)
Width: B 10cm (max)
Space at base: C 1 cm (min)
Paper: PermaJet 'Oyster' or equivalent.
Please don't use ordinary copier paper

£1.50 without. Bar also available.
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Your WCC
Latest Contemporary Group update is on the web with links to explore and a mix of
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members’ images to enjoy.
Lots to enjoy viewing and reading in the Flipboard WCC magazine. To scroll through there’s something to interest everyone! (Make sure you’re following this season’s
magazine 2017-18 as there are also older ones on there.)
If you didn’t see the 5 Feb Photonews, please take a look at Eric’s lead article - your club
needs you!

G+ (a private members’ community) is increasingly the place to see members’ images and share your own. Share your work in
progress for advice, comment and critique, or just share your finished images. In the meantime, do keep sending me your pics
for the newsletter, which is shared with a wider public via the website!

Diploma success
Congratulations again to Greg McLoughlin WGDP and Paul Minshull WGDP who gained their General Diplomas recently.
Paul’s panel and comments featured last week and this week you can see Greg’s panel and thoughts on doing the diploma(see next
page).
You might also like to see a few of the comments from the assessors…
Paul’s panel (see last week’s edition)
Good illustrations, with a variety of subjects.
Appropriate and balanced mix of subjects included architecture, animals, portrait and an action shot.

The fair-ground ride shows excitement and real enthusiasm from the subjects.
A well caught moment and interestingly positioned in the frame.
Central abstracted mono worked well.
Greg’s panel
Good panelling and very well presented.
All images are of good technical quality, showing an attractive and wide variety of subjects.
The spontaneous environmental portrait of the
couple was captured at a good moment adding
personality to the subjects.
The Intentional Camera Movement created an
interesting and balanced abstract.
Malvern landscape works well with its moment
of dramatic lighting.

Greg McLoughlin WGDP
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Diploma panel

Greg McLoughlin WGDP
Whilst the diploma has at times challenged me it has been an opportunity, not just to gain more skills, but to look at my photography in new and interesting ways.
What a great innovation the club has made with the diploma scheme, I can't recommend it highly enough. I cannot finish without praise for the mentoring.
Thank you Clive and all the members of the club whose little chats have given me confidence.
Greg
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Six Go To South Wales
We arrived at Barry Island about 10.30am in gloriously radiant sunshine. All six of us immediately found several subjects along the
extensive promenade and broad golden sandy beach. Here were strong shadows to give sharp separation, and with the tide out very
many people were walking with their dogs. There must have been 100 dogs of all shapes and sizes and many breeds. The chilly breeze
was quite strong but bright sunshine and the zest of being upon the coast compensated for this. Upon the sea wall we noticed large
white painted numbers spaced at regular intervals. Apparently, years ago, during the main holiday season, the beach was absolutely
crowded and the large painted numbers helped people to find their place on the sand.
We strolled around the low headland to the old harbour beach. With the tide remaining out we walked across the sand and mud flats to
some old hulks.

Once proud craft, their hulls are now ravaged by the sea and are

disintegrating more with each tide.
We drove to Penarth and walked down to the Victorian pier. As luck would have it we
arrived just as the pier was closing for the day. We enjoyed lovely views across the Severn
Estuary to North Somerset and the Hills towards Exmoor. The islands of Steepholm and
Flatholm were also prominent. In gathering
dusk we experimented with pictures of
swirling

light

patterns

by

camera

movement. That was it for the day and about
7.00pm we headed for home. Altogether a
great day out!
Clive
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Previous page: Strange encounter, Sea wall, Prom
impression, Number 8, Numbers 5 to 11 and Three
at No 3. This page: Stranded! Alex & Heather, Six,
Alex and Terry
By Clive Haynes FRPS

Gill Haynes LRPS

Terry Wells
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Terry Wells

Heather Mann adds:- . We were lucky with
the weather (cold but sunny), and managed
to get some interesting shots.
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Barking?
On the phototrip Alex Isaacs
LRPS was struck by the
canine population at the
beach,

with

a

minor

diversion for ducks and a
multiple exposure pier…
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Help!
I went on one of Barrie's walks to Kinver
Edge on 13th January and loaned a 16gb
SD card to someone who had forgotten to
bring a card. So far I haven't had it back! and I cannot recall who had the card. The
card may well have my initials on the back or they may have been rubbed off.
Would the person who borrowed it please
return it asap. As I will be missing a few
meetings, you can give it to Bob Oakley
who will put it through my door.
Thanks, Martin
In Suspension - Clive Haynes FRPS

Worcester Arts Festival

Other news

Studio kit for sale

Volunteer photographers wanted at

PAGB News 201 with details of a revised A private seller has b een in touch as

Worcester Competitive Arts Festival,

definition of Nature category for PAGB follows:
competitions.

Royal Grammar School,

It is the Elemental Genesis 400w Mkii three

Saturdays 10th and 17th March, 2018
The competitive festival which embraces

PAGB News 201 Extra - tribute to Graham light set with wireless trigger. I purchased it
in 2011 but have used it about 6 times so it
Hodgkiss.
is in 'as new' condition. It has three

all aspects of music as well as speech and
drama will be taking place this year on both Photography News Feb issue is out.

umbrellas, a 1.2 m umbrella softbox, snoot,
5 in 1 reflector,

10 and 17 March. The festival has need of

backdrop stand kit and

backdrop.. I'm asking £300 which I think is a

good quality photos, both reportage and

fair price.

portraiture. If you can cope with indoor
lighting conditions, can operate in a discreet
manner

and

work

within

I live in Stourport. Anyone interested can try

current

it out or contact me for further information.

safeguarding guidelines, we'd love to hear
from you if you can offer your services. All

Pointe du Raz, Ruth Bourne LRPS

There is a review of the 250w Elemental

work will be acknowledged.

Genesis ii light kit here. This gives an idea of
how good the kit is although the 250w 2

Please contact the hon sec Mrs Marian

light is obviously not as good as the 400w 3

Walters on 01905 820558 or via email.

light that I am selling..
I have taken a few pictures of the kit that

(They are also looking out for new

can be viewed here .

stewards: both door stewards and stewards
for the adjudicators. It is an interesting day

I also have a Seconic L308S flash meter

and a rewarding one with classes for the

which I will sell separately after I have sold

very youngest through to adults.)

the studio kit (or with the kit).
Without volunteers the festival would not
If anyone is interested they can e mail me or

run and Worcestershire and those taking

telephone 07388184474.

part would be the poorer.

Regards,

Please click here if you are interested in

Peter Trueman

general volunteering.
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Diary
21 Feb Some of you may be interested in this WWT conservation You Get Me? On until 24th March at Impressions. ‘You Get Me?
talk on Wednesday.

explores race and representation, respect and cultural difference.
Mahtab Hussain’s work is a timely investigation into the current

22 Feb London Camera Exchange

debates on migration and identity.’

invite you to the Fuji Touch & Try

Also 3rd March 2-3 pm Artist talk (free, donation welcome) and 3-

day. Thanks to Maddy for the alert!

4pm Artist reception and book signing (free event).

24 Feb Digital Detox - tintype

Book ahead….

workshop,

Manchester.

Redeye

Network. Something different!

23 April
All aboard the Asparagus Express!

Friday 2 March £10 Portfolio
review sessions at Impressions.

10 May Booking is open for the Season Opener 2018 (7 races) at

Book now…

Worcester Racecourse.

10 March Commemorating the
Great War at BCLM. Also Steam
trail.
11 March Mud, glorious mud! BTRDA Sporting trial at Shelsley
Walsh. Free to spectate, register here.
11 March - probably more mud! Ribbesford guided walk with WWT.
18 March Calling all dog lovers… Charity walk with photo opps at
Eastnor Castle!
Darren Leeson LRPS

17-20 March Photography Show

Competitions & exhibitions
Win a trip to Greenland. Closes 25 Feb. Free. (January winners)

Vale of Evesham Photo2018 closes 28 February. BPE and PAGB
patronage.

Win a camera - weekly travel photo competition. Free.
Basingstoke (BPE) closes 5th March.
Patterns in Nature - closes 31 July.
South Birmingham Image 18 closes 25 February. Also BPE &
PAGB awards.

Mountain Activity - closes 31st
March. Rules. Enter up to 3 photos.
Open to all. Cash prizes.

Lensculture portrait awards - closes 27 Feb. Paid entry.

Win a tripod. Winter wildlife comp

Winter Photography Festival (paid entry).

closes 2 April. (Free, voting.)
And finally, as it’s the Year of the Dog… Dog POTY. Closes 5pm 4th
Joys of Nature - win 12 months’

April. Free to enter.

membership of SINWP. Free.
RHS 2018 is open. Categories. FAQs. Free, judged.
nPAE Astrophotography competition. Any astro object.

The

closing date for submission is 31 March 2018. Free.
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Alex Isaacs LRPS

